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6

Abstract7

This chapter contains the general introduction to our study. The research is expected to8

discuss the background of study which highlights what marketing and relationship marketing9

is, and its emergence as a strategy by Igbo SMEs in Nigeria. The research will go further to10

discuss our statement of problems, the research questions, research hypotheses, objectives of11

the study, significance and scope of the study, and the foreseeable limitations of the study.12

The significance and research questions form the basis of the hypotheses formulated.13

14

Index terms— statement of problems, the research questions, research hypotheses, objectives of the study.15

1 I.16

Background of the Study elationship marketing, according to Gordon (1998) is not a wholly independent17
philosophy but draws on traditional marketing principles. This view suggests that the basic focus upon customer18
needs still applies but that it is the way marketing is practised that requires changing fundamentally ??hristopher19
et al (1996). If RM is indeed a descendant of traditional marketing then a good starting point in developing20
a definition of relationship marketing would be to look at how marketing has traditionally been perceived.21
This traditional view might be summed up succinctly using the Chartered Institute of Marketing’s (CIM 1963)22
definition of marketing as:23

The management process of identifying, anticipating and satisfying customer requirements profitably.24
This definition includes a number of assumptions that are important in the discussion of relational strategy25

development. ’Process’ assumes that traditional marketing is a series of activities carried out as part (only)26
of a company’s other functions. It implies a functional marketing department responsible for a fixed number27
of responsibilities presumably closely associated with the ’marketing mix’. It also implicitly suggests that28
’identifying, anticipating and satisfying customer requirements’ is the singular responsibility of the marketing29
department. ’Profitably’ is assumed to mean that these responsibilities are carried out in a competitively superior30
manner Gordon (1998), although there is no indication of the time scale over which this profitability should be31
measured.32

This description of traditional marketing and others of a similar nature emphasise, above all, the functional33
and process nature of traditional marketing and make no explicit recognition of the long-term value of the34
customer Buttle ??1996). The focus of traditional or mass marketing also implies that whatever the status of35
the customer (non-customers, current customers and past customers) they are all treated in the same way and36
are of comparable worth status to the organisation. ??erry (1983) was among the first to introduce the term37
’relationship marketing’ as a modern concept in marketing. He suggested that this ’new approach should be38
defined as: Attracting, maintaining and?enhancing customer relationships.39

While recognising that customer acquisition was, and would remain, part of a marketer’s responsibilities, this40
viewpoint emphasised that a ’relationship view of marketing’ implied that retention and development were of41
equal (or perhaps even greater) importance to the company in the longer term than customer acquisition.42

It further implied, by differentiating between customer types, that not all customers or potential customers43
should be treated in the same way.44
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2 A) STATEMENT OF RESEARCH PROBLEM

Relationship marketing (RM) has been a topic of serious discussion among academics and marketing45
practitioners for the best part of 20 years. It was, however, during the last decade of the 20 th century that46
relational strategies gained a wider following, and that debate on relationship marketing began to dominate the47
marketing agenda. During this period relationship marketing was probably the major trend in marketing and48
certainly the major (and arguably the most controversial) talking point in business management. Relationship49
marketing in the 1990s became the leading topic of discussions at academic conferences in Europe, North50
America, Australia and elsewhere around the globe. Relationship marketing was frequently the subject of51
dedicated practitioner conferences, academic marketing editions of major publications as well as in at least one52
dedicated Relationship Marketing Journal,( the International Journal of Consumer Relationship Management),53
and specialist marketing magazines. Relationship marketing was the basis of academic and practitioner texts by54
major marketing writers e.g. McKenna, (1991); Christopher et al., (1991); Payne et al., (1995), and such was55
RM’s perceived importance that all, marketing books will include at least one section dedicated to the concept.56

RM’s rise to prominence was rapid. As the last decade of the 20th Century passed into history, the number of57
devotees to the concept continued to grow fast. Indeed, RM had, according to one prominent marketing writer58
became an important reference point in marketing and management.59

If this was true of marketing academics, then marketing practitioners were just as enthusiastic. Indeed,60
practitioner’s interest became the driving force behind RM’s growth O’Malley and Tynan, (1999), with61
innumerable case studies reported at conferences, in magazines and in texts supporting and justifying the62
relational approach.63

Claims for the benefits of relational strategies were numerous, not least that RM was becoming a unifying force64
within marketing. ??attson (1997b) suggested that here at last, there was a concept within marketing research65
that served as the generic context for all marketing transactions, whether products or services, consumer or66
industrial. Gronroos (1996) believed that RM represented the biggest change in 50 years, in effect ’taking67
marketing back to its roots’. Relationship marketing, it was being suggested, was a (or is the) ’new marketing68
paradigm ’ Kotler, (1992, Gummesson, (1999) and a ’paradigm shift ?? Sheth and Parvatiyar, (1983); ; Morgan69
and Hunt, (1994) and was taking place in marketing practice and thought. Major companies (e.g. British Airways,70
Boots, Coca Cola Nigeria, First Bank, Union Bank, Virgin Nigeria Airways, Tesco etc) were confident enough71
about RM’s capabilities to appoint RM managers and directors whose principal function was to operationalise72
the concept. At around the same time Safeway became the first UK supermarket chain to set up a dedicated RM73
team. Relationship marketing was in vogue among contemporary marketing academics and practitioners, not74
only in service and inter-organisational contexts, from where it had developed, but even in consumer markets,75
where it had initially been overtly shunned O’Malley and Tynan, ??1999).76

While most marketers approached the concept with some level of rationality, there were some claims that were77
almost messianic in nature. ??eichheld (1990) suggested that the relational concept represented a ’shift in business78
thinking, as fundamental as the shift to a Copernican sun-centred system was for astronomers’. Elsewhere,79
he suggested that the benefits of loyalty-based marketing represented ’a kind or miracle of loaves and fishes’.80
According to ??eichheld (1990) relationship marketing was the ’battle cry’ of the 1990s. The ’marketing mix’81
and other aspects of ’traditional marketing’ were, it was suggested, dying: ’Long live Relationship Marketing”82
Businesses and Companies, especially the Igbo owned SMEs have for long used the Relationship Marketing83
Strategy to attract and retain customers. It is not an entirely new concept, but a refocusing of the traditional84
marketing concept, with the emphasise now on customer value.85

The attempt to provide answers to the Role of Relationship Marketing Concept and Strategies as a competitive86
tool by Igbo SMEs has led to this study. The focus of this study therefore shall be to analyse the Role of87
Relationship Marketing Strategies and Concepts, as a competitive strategy to the growth of Igbo SMEs in88
Nigeria. The study will also examine the various RM strategies and theories, the procedures to handle customer89
complaints, and what the SMEs must do to attract, maintain, retain and enhance customers relationships which90
will in effect lead to profitability.91

2 a) Statement of Research Problem92

There is that tendency that when new ideas in management emerge, a lot of people tend to embrace them keenly93
for a while and to see them as the ultimate solution to what ever problems that we perceive to exist ??Payne et94
al, 1998). Equally there is a tendency to put them aside after the initial novelty has worn off, and they are found95
to be not quite the panacea that are once thought. Marketing has been proved to this ”flavour of the mouth”96
syndrome. The Experience curve, the Boston Matix, all useful tools in themselves are recent examples of ideas97
that achieved widespread coverage and brief acclaim, only to be quietly dropped by many of their advocates98
shortly afterwards.99

Already there are people who would claim that ”relationship marketing” is another of these short-life cycled100
management phenomena. Indeed there is always a danger that when something is presented as new and different,101
it will be oversold and thus be rejected when it fails to deliver everything that was promised.102

Relationship marketing as it presented is not in itself a new concept; rather it is a refocusing of traditionally103
marketing with a greater emphasis being placed upon the creation of customer value. Customer value is the104
summation of all the positive effects that a supplier has upon the customer’s business or in the case of end users,105
their personal satisfaction.106
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Creating or enhancing customer value clearly requires a detailed understanding of the customer’s107
The fundamental principle upon which relationship marketing is founded is that the greater the level of108

customer satisfaction with the relationship, not just the products or services, then the greater the likelihood that109
the customer will stay with us.110

The importance of retaining customers is that there is strong evidence that customer retention and profitability111
are directly related. It seems that the longer the customer stays with a seller/producer, the higher the likelihood112
that they will place a greater amount of business with them, even to the extent of single sourcing. Further, there113
is likelihood that these retained customers will cost less to service and that they will be less likely to be motivated114
by price.115

Over the years in Nigeria, few companies in particular the Igbo SMEs have practised RM concept, strategy116
and practice. Especially among the Igbo SMEs, it has been a fairly old practice, although used ignorantly and117
crudely. In some of the companies it was not used at all or is inappropriately used.118

Inspite of the apparent usefulness of marketing and relationship marketing in particular, the Igbo SMEs are yet119
to properly accept, adopt and use it. RM has not been fully integrated into the normal marketing and Business120
strategy of the Igbo SMEs Companies/Firms. Igbo SMEs are yet to fully understand the usefulness of customer121
retention as compared to customer acquisition. RM has not been appropriately used by Igbo SMEs. Igbo SMEs122
devote much time to customer acquisition, only to loose such customers to competitors and competing products123
in a short period of time. Customer acquisition by companies and their managers was akin to looking for a needle124
in the haystack, finding it and then throwing it back, only to look for it once again. It is not worth the time and125
money to get customers if one cannot keep them.126

This study therefore will address the main impact of Relationship Marketing as a strategy and concept to127
be used by the Igbo SMEs, and discover why most of the Companies are yet to accord it a proper place in the128
life of a business. It will identify the modern strategies involved, how to treat customer complaints, how to129
attract, enhance, maintain, adopt and retain customers, for the purpose of customers satisfaction, loyalty and130
profitability.131

3 b) Objectives of the Study132

As implied from the statement of research problems, this study has the following objectives. The main objective133
is to provide the basis for the understanding of the relationship marketing concept and strategies as used by the134
Igbo managed SMEs in Nigeria. In this regard, we will examine what relationship marketing means to Igbo SME135
operators, and the extent of acceptability. We will also examine the ”internal relationship marketing” within136
the firms and external relation strategies used to attract, maintain, enhance and retain customer loyalty and137
to maintain a competitive advantage. The specific objectives are to: i. To examine the extent of acceptance,138
adoption and usage of the relationship marketing concept, and strategies. ii. To find out if the size of the Igbo139
SMEs and a well defined and comprehensive mission statement is related to the degree of the implementation of140
the relationship marketing concept, and strategies. iii. To examine if the level of education and experience of141
the owner manager/CEOs of the Igbo SMEs has any positive influence on the implementation of the relationship142
marketing concept and strategies by the firms.143

4 c) Scope of the Study144

The boundaries of the area covered by this study are determined by its time dimension, the type and nature145
of the industry and the number and spread of the Igbo SMEs. The study is concerned with 50 SMEs, in seven146
states of Nigeria. Ogun, Lagos, Abia, Edo, Delta, Bayelsa and Rivers, established between 1 st January 1992,147
and December 2007, a period of 15 (fifteen) years. The period of 15 years is considered long enough to enable us148
have the within the population of SMEs of our study, those that are old enough and well established, and SMEs149
of various sizes with diverse relationship marketing practices and performance profiles. Specifically the SMEs150
will be in the areas of retailing, provision stores, automobile spare parts, electronic sales, pharmaceuticals, and151
medical sales.152

Thus, it is hoped that this will enable us to arrive at some useful academic and empirical evidence and data153
that will facilitate the establishment of the sort of relationships anticipated in the objectives enumerated above.154

5 d) Research Questions155

This study aims to provide answers to the following questions;156
i. Do Igbo SMEs, accept, use and adopt the relationship marketing concept and strategies? ii. Is the size157

of the Igbo SMEs and a well defined comprehensive mission statement directly related to the implementation of158
the relationship marketing concept and to the level of customer satisfaction? iii. Is the level of education and159
experience of owner managers/CEOs of Igbo SMEs influence positively on the implementation of the relationship160
marketing concept and strategies?161

to the degree of the implementation of the relationship marketing concept by the firm and to the level of162
customer satisfaction.163

Ho : That the level of education and experience of the owner-manager/CEO of the Igbo SME does not influence164
positively the level of implementation of the relationship marketing concept (RMC) and strategies by the firm.165
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8 A) MARKETING DEFINED

6 II.166

7 Literature Review167

What is marketing? Ask 30 experts and you will get 30 different answers. It indicates how interesting marketing is.168
A google search of the term marketing generates an outstanding 35. 4 million matches, and the phrase marketing169
defined, yields a small but still spectacular 1.63 million matches. From this search it becomes apparent that the170
term marketing is vast and wide.171

Marketing has a bad press. Phrases like ”marketing gimmicks”, ”marketing puffery”, ”marketing plays” and172
”marketing tricks” abound (Jobber 2004). The result is that marketing is condemned by association. Yet this173
is unfortunate and unfair because the essence of marketing is value, not trickery. Successful companies rely on174
customers returning to repurchase a product. The goal of marketing is long term satisfaction, not short term175
deception. This view is reinforced by the writings of top management consultant Peter Drucker, who stated,176
”Because the purpose of business is to create and keep customers, it has only two central functionsmarketing and177
innovation. The basic function of marketing is to attract and retain customers at a profit (Drucker 1954). The178
learning from this statement is three fold;179

First, it places marketing in a central role for business success, since it is concerned with the creation and180
retention of customer.181

Secondly, it implies that the purpose of marketing is not to chase any customer at any price. He used profit as182
a criterion. While profit may be used by many commercial organizations, in the non-profit sector, other criteria183
might be used.184

Third, it is a reality of commercial life, that it is more expensive to attract new customers than to retain185
existing ones. It costs seven times as much to acquire a new customer, as it costs to get a current customer to186
buy from a seller again.187

Indeed the costs of attracting a new customer have been found to be up to seven times higher than the costs188
of retaining old ones, Roserberg and Czepeil 1983). Consequently marketing orientated companies recognize the189
importance of building relationships with customers, by providing satisfaction and attracting new customers,190
by creating added value. has stressed the importance of relationship building in his definition of marketing in191
which he describes the objective of marketing as to establish, develop and commercialise long term customer192
relationships so that the objectives of the parties involved are met.193

Finally, since most markets are characterized by strong competition the statement suggests the need to monitor194
and understand competitors, since it is to rivals that the customers will turn, if their needs are not being met.195

Marketing exists through exchanges. Exchange is the act of process of receiving something from someone by196
giving something in return. The something could be a physical good, service, idea or money. Money facilitate197
exchanges so that people can concentrate on working at things they are good at, earn money (itself an exchange),198
and spend it on products and services which someone else has supplied (Jobber 2004).199

The objectives are for all parties in the exchange to feel satisfied. So each party exchanges something of less200
value than that which is received.201

The idea of satisfaction is important to suppliers of products, because satisfied customers are more likely to202
return to buy more products than dissatisfied ones. Hence the notion of customer satisfaction as the central pillar203
of marketing is fundamental to the creation of a stream of exchanges upon which commercial success depend.204

Building customer relationships based on customer value and satisfaction is at the very heart of modern205
marketing (Kotler and Armstrong 2004).206

8 a) Marketing Defined207

What then does the term marketing mean? Many people think of marketing only as selling and advertising. No208
wonder every day we are bombarded with television commercials, newspaper adverts, directional offers, sales calls209
and internet pitches. However, selling and advertising are only a tip of the marketing iceberg. Although they210
are important, they are only two of many important marketing functions and are often not the most important211
ones. (Kotler and Armstrong 2004).212

Today marketing is understood not in the old sense of making a sale ”Telling and Selling” but in the new sense213
of satisfying customer needs. If the marketer does a good job of understanding consumer needs, Y 2013 ear ( )214
E ( develops products that provide superior value, prices, distributes, and promotes them effectively, then these215
products will sell very easily, and customers will be retained.216

”Marketing is managing profitable customer relationships”. (Kotler 2004). The two-fold goal of marketing217
is to attract new customers by promising superior value and to keep and grow current customers by delivering218
satisfaction.219

Kotler earlier on defined marketing as a social and managerial process by which individuals and groups obtain220
what they need and want through creating, offering and exchanging products of value with others. (Kotler 1997)221
In addition, his definition highlights the importance and role of exchange, transaction, and the development and222
sustenance of relationships over time.223

Exchange takes place where there is sufficient match or overlap in the want lists of the marketer and the224
consumer. The marketer’s task is to formulate and implement an offer that motivates the consumer into a225
transaction activity. Transaction marketing is part of a large idea called Relationship Marketing (RM), which226
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is the practice of building long term satisfying relationships with key parties; customers, suppliers, distributors,227
in order to retain long term preference and business. Mckenna (1991) Kotler and Armstrong (2004) defined228
marketing as a social and managerial process by which individuals and groups obtain what they need and want229
through creating and exchanging products and value with others.230

To explain this definition, we have to examine the following important core marketing concepts such as Needs,231
Wants, Demands, Marketing Offers (Products, Services and Experiences) Value And Satisfaction, Exchanges,232
Transactions, Relationships And Markets.233

The American Marketing Association explains that ”Marketing is the process of planning and executing the234
conception, pricing, promotion and distributing of ideas, goods and services to create exchanges that satisfy235
individual and organizational objectives/goals.236

Earlier on, the same AMA (1965), defines marketing as ”The performance of business activities that direct237
the flow of goods and services from the producer to the consumer or user. (The American Marketing Association238
Committee of Definition 1965). What this definition implies is that marketing starts only after the production239
of the goods and services, hence, it is an outdated one, and replaced by the one mentioned before it.240

A definition by Glos and Baker (1972) sees marketing as involving a two fold task; ? Discovering what241
goods and services consumers need and want, and ? Providing these items for them in the places where the242
consumers/customers are, at the times that they want them and at prices that they are able and willing to pay”.243

According to this conception of marketing, it starts before goods and services are produced, and involves the244
flow of the goods and service to the consumers who demand them. It does not end after the sales have been245
made. It’s object is to provide satisfaction to the customer, and at a profit to the company. states that ”the246
common theme that surrounds the vast majority of marketing definitions is that marketing is the planning and247
implementation of almost everything; that an organization does to facilitate an exchange between itself and its248
customers”.249

As it facilitates exchange, marketing looks beyond its own organizational boundaries and takes into account250
external forces that exists in the business environment. Marketing efforts are then adjusted accordingly to251
facilitate exchange under the new set of conditions.252

As conditions continue to change, so does the marketing effort. Consequently marketing is a continuous and253
dynamic strategic decision making process.254

McDonald (1991) defined marketing as a matching process between a company’s capabilities and the wants of255
customers”.256

The simple lesson is that all firms have a unique set of capabilities in the form of resources and management257
skills, which are not necessarily capable of taking advantage of all marketing opportunities as effectively and258
competitively as other firms. In summary, the matching process between a company’s capabilities and customer259
wants is fundamental to commercial success.260

Czintota et al (1997) stated that ”marketing is the process of planning and executing the conception, pricing,261
promotion and distribution of ideas, goods and services to create exchanges that satisfying individual and262
organizational goals”. To Hoffman et al, marketing facilitates the exchange process by providing a variety263
of marketing activities that benefit customers, producers and channel intermediaries, namely wholesalers and264
retailers as explained in the diagram below. While customers may drive the activities of a marketing oriented265
organization, the organization will be able to continue serving its customers only if it meets its own objective.266
Most private sector organizations operate with some kind of profit related objectives, and if an adequate level of267
profits cannot be earned from a particular group of customers, a firm will not normally wish to meet the needs268
of that group (Palmer 2000) Where an organization is able to meet its customers needs effectively and efficiently,269
its ability to gain an advantage over its competitors will be increased (for example by allowing it to sell a higher270
volume and/or at a higher price than its competitors. It is consequently also more likely to be able to meet its271
profit objectives.272

9 Global Journal of273

Other definitions as itemized by McDonald (1991) in the ”exercise marketing orientation section, of the Marketing274
Audit textbook”, includes;275

”Deciding what the customer wants, arranging to make it, distributing and selling it at a profit”.276
”Marketing perceives consumption as a democratic process, in which consumers have the right to select277

preferred candidates. They elect them by casting their money votes to those who supply the goods or services278
that satisfy their need”.279

”Marketing is the planning; executing and evaluating of the external factors related to a company profit280
objectives”.281

”Marketing involves adjusting the whole activity of a business to the needs of the consumer or potential282
customer”.283

”Marketing is concerned with the idea of satisfying the needs of customers by means of the product and a284
whole cluster of things associated with creating, delivering and finally consuming it”.285
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11 C) DEVELOPMENT IN RELATIONSHIP MARKETING RESEARCH

10 b) Operational Definition of Small and Medium Scale En-286

terprises287

There is no universal definition of small scale industry (SSI). The definition varies from country to countries288
and from institution to institutions within the country based on the policy focus of different institutions, and289
sometimes based on the level of development and technological advancement of a nation. Definition also change290
overtime, owing to changes in price levels, advances in technology and other considerations. Criteria that can be291
used in the definition of SSIs, SMEs, SSEs are (Small Scale Enterprises often include capital investment (fixed292
assets), annual turnover, gross output and employment ). (Alawe 2004). These factors are used because they are293
functional and easy to measure.294

In Nigeria, before 1992, there were varied definition of SSEs or SMEs, adopted by different institutions including295
the Central Bank of Nigeria, Centre for industries research and development (CIRD), National Association of296
Small Scale Industrialists (NASSI), the Federal Ministry of Industry, the Centre for Management Development297
(CMD) etc. In 1997 the National Council on Industry (NCI). Streamlined the definitions of industrial enterprises298
for recurrent review every four years (Alawe 2004). In July 2001, the National Council industries at its 13th299
meeting in Markudi, Benue State (NCI -13) made the following revisions.300

Micro Cottage Industry -This is an industry with capital employed of not more than N1.5 million working301
capital. But excluding cost of land and or a labour size of not more than 10 workers.302

Small Scale Industry (SSI) -This is an industry with total capital employed of over N1.5 million. But not more303
than N50 million including working capital but excluding cost of land and/or a labour size of 11 -100 workers.304

Medium Scale Industry (MSI)-An industry with a total capital employed of over N50 million but not more305
than N200 million, including working capital but excluding cost of land and/or a labour size of 101 -300 workers..306
Large Scale Industry (LSI)-An industry with total capital employed of over N200 million, including working307
Comparatively must advanced countries seemed to have agreed on a maximum limit of 500 employees as a small308
form.309

11 c) Development in Relationship Marketing Research310

In the mid seventies, Bagozzi (1975) began to gain an understanding of marketing activities as an exchange311
process between the seller and buyer, thereby forming a basis for subsequent conceptualisation of relationship312
marketing.313

Accepting the view that a customer relationship comprises various exchange processes, the question arise as314
to how the relationship changes over time. In this regards one recognizes several relationship phases that first315
came under discussion in the early eighties ??Dywer, Schurr and ??h 1987, Ford 1980) The possibility of being316
able to delineate phases within a relationship makes it necessary to design relationship marketing explicitly.317
This conceptualisation was seen for the first time in the early eighties in the research field of services marketing318
(Berry 1983). Building upon Berry’s conceptualisation of three levels of relationship marketing, the published319
literature on this field can be classified into three broad approaches, (Palmer 1996) at a tactical level, relationship320
marketing is used only as a sales promotion tool, at a more strategic level, the process by which suppliers seek321
to tie in customers through legal, economic, technological and time bonds become more relevant, and at the322
philosophical level relationship marketing refocuses marketing strategy away from products and their life cycle323
towards customer relationship like cycles.324

Around 1990, particularly in the industrial sector, it was established that exchange processes occurred not325
only between two individual exchange parties but also to a degree between several parties directly or indirectly in326
contact with each other. The result was that the attributes of interaction and net working became the subject of327
further research on relationship marketing ??Hakansson and Snehota 1995 ?? Anderson Hakansson and Johanson328
1994 ?? Ford 1990).329

At the beginning of the nineties, an after effect of analyses and discussion on customer relationships was that330
customer retention entered the center stage of marketing research as marketing’s target parameter (Reichheld331
and Sasser 1990).332

Relationship marketing, originally applied only in the areas of capital assets and services, but has since the tail333
end of the last millennium been related to consumer goods ,also in that brand relationships are being considered334
as research elements. (Fournier 1998).335

Additionally, diverse relationship construct like commitment, trust (Morgan and Hunt 1994) and relationship336
quality (Liljander and Strandvik 1995) have shifted into the midst of marketing science, to help shed light on the337
emergence of customer retention and long term customer relationships.338

The research field of relationship termination whose essence is the breaking up and recovery of customer339
relationships is being increasingly subsumed under relationship marketing (Roos 1999, Stauss and Friege 1999,340
Stewart 1998 ?? Roos and Strandvik 1997).341

Developments in customer relationship research in the marketing science field have had an impact on both the342
direction of the research and the concept of relationship marketing. Relationship Marketing as a concept was343
taken a stage further by, among others, Gronroos (1990), who challenged the traditional notion that marketing344
need be an adversarial contest between the company and the customer. Certainly in the past markets had been345
frequently conceived as ’battlefields’ and marketing practice dominated by combative battle metaphors (fight,346
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competition, capture, take-over etc). The general view of the traditional marketing model was of businesses vying347
to be winners over not only their competition but their customers as well. RM, in contrast, implied a focus on348
building ’value-laden relationships’ and ’marketing networks’ ) rather than such confrontation.349

12 Developments350

A change in attitude away from the traditional ’winner and loser’ philosophy was becoming apparent. Sheth and351
Sisodia (1999) noted the clear evidence of a shift away from the adversarial mind-set implied by the ’bargaining352
power’ perspective towards a cooperative stance focused on mutual gain. Gummerson (1999) suggested that353
the RM approach resulted in both parties deriving value from the transaction, and that shared value was a key354
objective in the design and implementation of an RM programme. In effect ’relational marketers’ were seeking355
strategies that produced ’win-win’ situations (Gummerson, 1987) with both parties gaining value from the buyer-356
seller partnership. The result was to be achieved through mutual exchange and fulfilment of promises by both357
parties in a series of interactions over the lifetime of their relationship. ??Gronross, 1994) This view of marketing358
also implied that suppliers were not alone in creating or benefiting from the value created by the company.359
Rather RM was seen as an ongoing process of identifying and creating new value with individual customers and360
then sharing the value benefits with them over the lifetime of the association (Gordon, 1998). A ’relationship’,361
in these terms, was definable as the sum total of ’meaning-filled episodes’ where relational partners co-produce362
value (Buttle, 1997).363

13 d) The Definition, Domain and Dimension of Relationship364

Marketing365

The emergency of relationship marketing (Hennig, Thurau and Hanseen 2000; Gummesson 1999, Payne 1995,366
?? Berry 1983) is founded on a criticism of pure transaction focused marketing. Critics claim that traditional367
marketing concepts and methods developed over decades are based exclusively on transaction ??Brodie et al 1997,368
Juttner and ??ehrli 1994). Not only strategic marketing approaches, but also cooperative marketing instruments369
(e.g. product merchandising, pricing, sales promotion etc) are accordingly aimed at the initiation of transactions370
with customers often not even clearly defined. However transaction marketing is fraught with problems with371
respect to the underlying marketing philosophy, the structuring of instruments, and the marketing organization.372

All along, customer needs have been by definition, at the center of deliberations on the marketing philosophy.373
However in a corporation’s guidelines or other strategic documents on corporate practice this essential customer374
related aspect is seldom seen to an adequate degree. On the contrary, structuring of marketing activities375
exclusively in line with the marketing mix leads to a production and services based marketing definition376
??Gronroos 1993) frequently used in practice as a customer manipulation instrument (Gummesson 1994).377

There is a tendency when new ideas in management emerge to embrace them keenly for a while and to see378
them as the ultimate solution to whatever problems we currently perceive to exist. Equally there is a tendency379
to put them aside after the initial novelty has worn off, and they are found to be not quite the panacea that380
we once thought. Marketing has been prone to this ”flavour of the mouth” syndrome. The Boston matrix, the381
directional policy matrix, all are useful tools, are recent examples of ideas that achieved widespread coverage and382
brief acclaim, only to be quietly dropped by many of their advocates shortly afterwards.383

Relationship marketing is not in itself a new concept, rather it is a refocusing of traditional marketing with384
a greater emphasis being placed upon the creation of customer value (Payne et al 1995). Customer value is the385
summation of all the positive effects that a supplier has upon the customer’s business, or in the case of end users,386
their personal satisfaction.387

14 e) Relationship Marketing Definitions388

Most of the concepts, ideas and developments discussed above are present in refined definition of RM in which389
he described the objectives of RM as to:390

Identify, establish, maintain, and enhance and, when necessary, terminate relationships with customers and391
other stakeholders, at a profit so that the objectives of all parties involved are met, and this is done by mutual392
exchange and fulfilment of promises.393

No definition will ever be perfect and it may well be that other ideas and concepts may in times also require394
inclusion. For the purposes of introducing RM, however, this definition will, for the moment, suffice. In later, we395
will investigate more closely how these concepts were translated into strategies and tactics and their perceived396
benefits. In particular we will look at the claims that are implicit in this definition. These may be seen to397
include six dimensions that differ significantly from the historical definition of marketing (Gordon 1998). These398
are that: ? RM seeks to create new value for customers and then share it with these customers. ? RM recognises399
the key role that customers have both as purchasers and in defining the value they wish to achieve. ? RM400
recognises the value of customers’ purchasing lifetimes (i.e. lifetime value). ? That RM seeks to build a chain401
of relationships within the organisation, to create the value customers wants, and between the organisation and402
its main stakeholders, including suppliers, On the tactical side comparisons have been suggested (Payne et al.,403
1995,) between the different approaches to customers that Transaction Marketing (TM) and RM take.404
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18 I. CUSTOMER PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS

15 Global Journal of405

-Relationship marketing is attracting, maintaining and enhancing customer relationships (Berry 1983) -The goal406
of relationship marketing is to establish, maintain and enhance relationships with customers and other parties at407
a profit so that the objectives of the parties involved are met. (Gronroos 1990). The way many companies relate408
to customers is akin to looking for a needle in a hay-sack, finding it and then throwing it back to look for it once409
again. It is not worth the time and money to get the customers if you don’t keep them.-410

Because of the growth mentality that pervades consumer marketing ,most of its efforts have been geared411
towards attracting a stream of new customers .As a result ,the front -end function of customer getting commands412
a substantial portion of money/naira budgets, top and lower management attention and very talented marketing413
personnel. The back-end efforts of customer retaining are neglected (Rosenberg, Czepiel 2000, Payne et al 1995).414

The area of customer retention requires attention because of two basic reasons:415
Efficiency: It is estimated that the average company spends seven times more to get a new customer than416

it does to hold a current one. A lost customer reduces company profits by $118(N11,800), compared with a417
$20(N2,000) cost to keep a customer satisfied. (Kotler 1997) Effectiveness: In most cases than is assumed,418
marketing can succeed in building a loyal following of repeat buyers rather than constantly wooing new recruits.419
This activity can ensure a defensible and growing market share.420

The above two advantages are being enjoyed by the consumer marketers, and the Igbo managed SMEs who421
aware of the potential of holding onto customer (for example -automobile parts sellers, pharmaceutical sellers,422
super markets, banks and many retail firms).423

A passive approach to customer keeping may prove harmful to the Igbo SMEs or other companies. A424

16 Global Journal of Management and Business Research425

Volume XIII Issue VI Version I Y 2013 ear ( ) E marketing strategy that goes after both new and old customers426
is generally not effectively addressing the existing customers. Some companies seem hooked on steady doses of427
fresh customers to cover up regular losses of existing ones.428

The Need for Customer Retention in Nigeria; Igbo managed SMEs have recognized that customer retention is429
becoming very important as forces reshape both the Nigerian and foreign environment, in which the distribution430
channels, intermediaries and shareholders. customer marketing operates. Simply winning new customers becomes431
a riskier way to prosper at the same time the yields increase from holding onto customers -including getting more432
business from them .The reasons why customers in Nigeria and elsewhere must be kept includes the following;433
-Lower growth of population and income, especially with the global economic melt down and credit crunch in434
the past years appreciates the reasons and assets of existing customers. -New product opportunities-always435
limited by technological developments are harder to find and hold on to, as more companies pounce on the436
attractive new products available. -Pressure to reduce consumer dissatisfaction creates a need to better care437
for customers especially after sales -Customer loyalty erodes when there is a wide range of similar nationwide438
products and retailers. The upshot of these trends is that the aggressive growth philosophy of most companies439
becomes questionable because it cannot be sustained. Most marketing managers today grew up and prospered440
in an era when marketing’s principal job was getting new customers. Now the need is to conserve a company’s441
customer base and to enlarge its buying activity .Igbo SME managers are now interested in the task of keeping442
and retaining their customers.443

17 g) The Ways Igbo SMES Retain their Customers in Nigeria444

More and bolder initiatives in holding onto customers are occurring among SMEs and companies of various445
sizes .Although the situation differ from consumer goods versus service and from durables versus non-durables.446
Customer keeping approaches are tailored to these diverse products. Igbo SMEs/Companies are benefiting more447
from their current customers through the customer-portfolio analysis, a customer retaining marketing mix, and448
a reorganization for customer retention.449

18 i. Customer Portfolio Analysis450

The first strategic customer keeping consideration involves knowing the purchasing history of a product’s or451
company’s customers. For each product there is a customer portfolio, which is a combination of customer types452
that generates sales and resulting profit. An optimal customer portfolio consists of a balance of new and repeat453
buyers yielding target sales and profits.454

The construction of a customer portfolio begins with determining meaningful customer classification based455
on market research of actual purchase patterns. Most Igbo managers monitor some customer categories, such456
as current customers, new customers, brand switchers, trial users, customers who upgrade their purchases and457
those obtaining products for trade in.458

The portfolio segments can be measured in terms of number of customers, number of purchases, demographic459
and psychographic profiles, and contributions to sales and profits.460

Three basic factors are considered in seeking the optimal balance in a customer portfolio. First, products vary461
according to how readily product differences can be perceived by consumers. When products are selected on462
the basis of objective superiorities after consumers have tried them, keeping these customers is relatively easy.463
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When product characteristics are experienced largely on a subjective basis ,(as are cosmetics and beer), brand464
switching usually results more from the consumer’s needs for variety, than from product dissatisfaction. Second,465
product category volume growth affects the balancing of a customer portfolio Having too large a proportion of466
repeat purchases in the rapid growth stage of a market may indicate insufficient attention to the getting function.467
Continually generating a large proportion of new buyers in the maturity stage may signify an underdeveloped468
keeping function. Third, the relative costs and benefits of attracting and retaining customers must be gauged.469
This requires the calculation of costs involved in winning new customers and holding onto present ones, against470
benefits in terms of revenues contributed by each of these groups. These figures can be estimated from the data471
generated in test market experiments.472

The customer portfolio must be based on sound customer feedback research. Most marketing research is473
project oriented. It addresses known or assumed problems, or it evaluates specific market opportunities. The474
customer feedback survey is geared to monitor marketing performance by periodically measuring how satisfied (or475
dissatisfied) customers are. (Czepiel et al 1979). Quantifying customer feedback over time provides a revealing476
indicator of changes and of marketing effectiveness. It also can flag trouble spots .The amount and content of477
unsolicited customer complaints reflect a biased sample, but the survey puts them into proper perspective.478

19 ii. Customer Retaining Marketing Mix479

The marketing mix is a central concept in devising a marketing strategy. Because of the company bias favoring480
customer getting, specific actions to retain customers receive less planning attention than they deserve. One481
remedy is to conceive of two separate marketing mixes, one for customer getting and the other for customer482
keeping. Several major elements should be part of the new marketing mix for customer retention, such as; product483
extras, reinforcing promotions, sales force connections, specialized distribution and postpurchase communication.484

Using Product extras in keeping customers requires giving them more than the basic product that initially485
attracted them. Product extras for individual main approach is to create a total product service system. Whatever486
the customers purchased initially, the company then present them with related benefits provided by other items487
in the product line. In this way they come to realize the existence and value of a total consumption system.488
Many Igbo owned fast food selling companies no longer just sells snacks and burgers ,but complete meals, also489
for different times of the day (breakfast, lunch, dinner)and different services(eat in, or take out or take away)The490
customer gets involved in the system rather than focusing solely on the basic product, which might be subject to491
aggressive competition. Most Igbo SMEs at some predictable date after purchase offers some items as replacement492
for parts of the products used up or some basic gift items.493

On reinforcing promotions, the product promotions work better when aimed at existing customers. If a494
marketer knows who these customers are, benefits can be obtained by giving them reinforcing communications.495
First, tuning in to customers makes it possible for the company to advance their levels of knowledge and loyalty on496
products purchased. To some SMEs, advertising and couponing to keep customers, involves a defensive approach497
to play up product quality and preempt rival new entries. Secondly, this type of promotion can introduce498
customers to the firm’s other products especially through cross sampling. A list of actual customers makes499
possible direct communication with them. Igbo owned SMEs build such lists through, sales receipts, warranty500
cards, credit account records, and marketing research surveys. One promotional device for reinforcing customers501
involves customers’ only publications. These are targeted to buyers who have already exhibited some degree502
of commitment to the product or company, by one or more purchases. The vehicles take the form of periodic503
newsletters, special reports, exclusive catalogs, and annual reports. A prime moment to add to the customer’s504
momentum is after the purchase act. Any consumer doubts or confusion concerning the purchase can be reduced505
at that time. Telephone calls are made to determine customer satisfaction or dissatisfaction with a purchase.506
Direct mail is also effective. Letters are written to ask about satisfaction with the previous purchase, furnish507
further product or usage information, present offers for other products or suggests a time to buy the new model.508
Increasingly, telemarketing is used to follow up purchases .Telephone calls are a more personal and immediate509
approach than the mail.510

In Sales Force Connections, the sales force plays a decisive role in the customer retention function. At a retail511
or service counter, the sales person is the focal point of the company’s strategy and is the firm to the customer512
(Czepiel 1980). The sales force must be oriented to serving a long term relationship with the customer. Sales513
person who lacks preparation and knowledge about the SMEs product line and who tries to sell a product rather514
than solve customer problems, usually do not keep customers for long. The roots of such a situation lie with515
sales force management and with the sales person. Selection, Training, and Compensation that foster short run516
goals achievement gear a sales force to today’s results at the expense of tomorrows. Igbo SMEs managers who517
desires to attract a loyal customers, tends to hire better qualified salespeople, train them more, and pay them518
above average salaries. Others recruit sales personnel at very young ages and mentor then until they have learnt519
the rudiments of the business, before they are assisted financially to set up their respective SMEs. This has520
contributed to the sustenance of the entrepreneurial skills of the Igbo speaking business people. The sales force521
ability to help customers is enhanced by supportive expertise. When customers’ problems arise, the salesperson522
can call upon a team of specialists. Another source of expertise can come from a computerized databank, which523
provides routine information (costs, inventory stocked, and delivery time.524
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24 RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY A) RESEARCH
POPULATION

20 iii. Specialized Distribution525

To make products available to the buyers, distribution systems generally focus on where the ultimate transaction526
takes place. In considering getting and retaining as separate function, the possibility exists for arranging527
distribution along these two lines.528

The first method used, involves a separate distribution channels for the getting and keeping functions. One529
channel is designed to entice, welcome and complete purchases by new customers. The other serves the need of530
repeat customers .No particular channel lends itself to this distinction; instead it depends on how the distribution531
strategy is formulated. In many cases, both roles are played by one distribution unit, especially in a retail unit.532
Yet even in a single location, layout of facilities can separately handle attracting and retaining customers. For533
example large bank branches can locate various functions in specific physical areas. One designated counter is534
where accounts are opened and services arranged for the first time. In another corner is found the automated535
-teller center where convenience minded customers use a computer terminal at any hour of the day for the variety536
of banking Vital to a manufacturer’s distribution strategy is having a dealer support to foster repeat buying of all537
its brands. Through an exclusive or selective distribution network, the retailers and Igbo entrepreneurs develop538
a commitment to the brand when they receive adequate attention from the manufacturer.539

21 iv. Post Purchase Communication540

A company must anticipate that some customers will encounter either minor or serious problems after purchasing541
.If the company is not ready to hear and correct these difficulties, the customer may not repurchase or may542
cancel the arrangement .Whether the company or customer is at fault, standby post purchase activities can be543
instrumental in saving these customers. The frontline for customer’s complaints and inquiries should be assertive544
customer relations. This can consist of a separate department or the function can be assigned to those personnel545
already dealing with customers. At best it should be a blend of the two. A company should encourage customers546
to initiate contact whenever the need arises, to clarify instructions, to request further information, to point out547
a problem or to seek a remedy. Information hotline, response cards and service desks facilitates these processes.548

22 v. Reorganization for Customer Retention549

The lack of organizational coordination and control frequently contributes to the loss of customers. This problem550
takes two basic forms; a lack of sensitivity to customer turnover rates, and insufficient linkage between the551
marketing function and the operations group (manufacturer and service).552

Because customer turnover is an accepted fact of life, it often goes unmeasured. Thus marketers should set553
acceptable target turnover rates for evaluating market performance. In the absence of clearly defined limits on554
customer turnover, organizations find it easy to rely on promotions to recruit new batches of customers. In555
consumer goods companies, the prized assignments are on new products (with their promising growth potential),556
while established brands (unless very large ones) are favoured less.557

Another approach is to assign executive accountability for customer keeping. Establishing a management post558
for taking care of old business may make as much sense as one for prospecting new business or for developing559
new products. In some companies, consumer affairs directors have taken on this role.560

Inadequate coordination between marketing and the operations group characterizes many types of firms. This561
lack applies especially to service businesses where marketing has done less to determine product attributes and562
where customers find product quality difficult to measure. Coordination problems frequently result in overselling,563
where marketing sees its task solely as attracting customers by promising virtually anything. Expectations of the564
product or service benefits generated by such an approach become so inflated that the customer will invariably565
be disappointed by the actual performance.566

To improve the coordination between marketing and operations, clearly specifying the interdependency of both567
functions should help. This can mean targeting some promotional strategies toward repeat usage while pursuing568
trial purchases. For the operations group it entails accepting the primacy of the customer as arbiter of product569
quality and service. This should be followed up with setting and periodically revaluating quality and service570
standards.571

23 III.572

24 Research Design and Methodology a) Research Population573

The population of the study is the group about whom the study focuses on. It is the totality of the subjects or574
elements being studied and to which the conclusions or generalization of our results will apply. (Yomere . and575
Agbonifo, 1979).576

Population is the entire or whole elements of a group that has the probability of being chosen for a given577
problem of study.578

For the purpose of this study, our population shall be the Igbo Entrepreneurs/Owners/ CEOs of the SMEs579
and their Customers.580

This study is on the Relationship Marketing Concept, Strategies and Performances of Igbo speaking SMEs581
in Nigeria. Our specific study area will be made up of seven states in Nigeria: Lagos, Ogun, Abia, Edo,582
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Delta, Bayelsa and Rivers. These seven contiguous states have a large SME population. (Federal Ministry of583
Industries Survey of SMEs 2000). Most business activities in Nigeria are done in those areas. The area has the584
characteristics of a mini-Nigeria with its multiethnic features and the dualism of having both civil service towns585
and industrial cities. Benin City, Aba Yenogoa, and Abeokuta are essentially civil service towns. Warri is an586
industrial/commercial city while Ikeja and Port Harcourt combine both features of being administrative centres587
and industrial cities. Thus, there are good reasons to argue that the findings of this study may be generalized to588
the urban areas of the country, or at least, to the urban centres of Nigeria. The choice of these urban centres is589
informed by the fact that majority of SMEs are located in such centres and a vast majority of their consumers590
live in urban centres or are inter-city consumers/commuters. i. For each city/town, a list of Igbo SMEs, where591
available, was the main source of information.592

25 Global Journal of Management and Business Research593

26 c) The Research Instrument594

An important part of this study shall centre on developing on appropriate instrument for eliciting information595
from the Igbo SME entrepreneurs and their customers. To acquire this, the researcher shall design questions596
titled, Relationship marketing an effective strategy by Igbo Managed SMEs in Nigeria, and this shall be given to597
the SMEs and the customers alike to answer.598

This will be made up of two sets of questionnaire, one to be completed by the Igbo SMEs and the other by599
their customers. The first will contain four sections A, B, C and D. Section A will ask the respondents to provide600
information on the age, and corporate status of the company, the CEO’s relationship with the company, his601
educational qualifications and cognate experience. The status of the company will either be a limited liability602
one or just a registered business name or a business that is operational for over fifteen years and owned by an603
Igbo Entrepreneurs Section B, will have to do with finding out to what extent Igbo speaking SMEs have accepted604
and adopted the relationship marketing concept, techniques and strategies. Respondents will be asked to show605
the degree of their acceptance of the concept by indicating on a Likert-type scale how much they agreed or606
disagreed with the meaning of the relationship marketing concept, strategies and techniques. There is the belief607
that what the firms actually did in practice would influence their choice. This hope was supposed to be realized608
through respondents’ answers to subsection B1(b) where they will be requested to rank the six competitive609
strategies stated in this sub-section. In sub-section B2, we will seek to measure how precise and comprehensive610
respondents’ corporate mission statements were and to find out how specialized and diversified their SMEs were.611

27 d) Method of Data Analysis612

Data analysis is generally a means of testing hypotheses. The data analysis techniques discussed below will relate613
to the Six hypotheses. The hypotheses are categorized into three groups; i. Those dealing with the acceptance614
adoption and implementation of the relationship marketing strategies (hypotheses one and two).615

ii. Those dealing with the practices and tenets of relationship marketing strategies, customer satisfaction and616
retention (These are hypotheses three and four).617

iii. The one about the relationship between customer satisfaction and corporate performance. (Hypotheses618
five and six).619

All the Six hypotheses will attempt to establish relationships if any between variables or among various620
variables. The major statistical data analysis technique to be used will be the regression model.621

Regression Analysis is a statistical technique that is used to develop a mathematical equation showing how622
variables are related. In regression terminology, the variable which is being predicted is called the dependent623
or response variable. The variable or variables being used to predict the values of the dependent variable are624
called the independent or predictor variable. Regression Analysis involving one independent variable and one625
dependent variable for which the relationship between the variables is approximated by a straight-line is called626
Simple linear regression. Regression Analysis involving two or more independent variables is called Multiple627
Regression analysis. ??Anderson et al 1992) Regression analysis is used to show causality, in the sense that one628
of the variables can be used to predict the other variable. It is also used to build models explaining variations in629
dependent variables. The hope is that extrapolations into new population sets other than those observed can be630
performed by choosing values of the independent variables for new cases and thereby predicting the most likely631
value of the dependent variable.632

All the regression models will be estimated using the STATIX 92 COMPUTER PACKAGE. In testing the633
hypotheses, the level of significance will be 5%.634

For each of the regression analyses to be used in testing the hypotheses, the following measures will be identified,635
calculated and discussed.636

? R-squared (R 2 ) -the coefficient of determination.637
? Adjusted R-squared (R 2 ) -used to take care of the problem associated with R 2 .638
? F-test -to find the significance of a group of regressions.639
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28 Global640

29 e) Presentation and Frequency Analysis of Data641

This section deals with the presentation and analysis of the data collected in the field work. This exercise is642
broken down into different sub-sections, highlighting particular variables in mind let us start with the attributes643
of the Nigeria SMEs, especially those of Igbo origin or owned and operated by the Igbos.644

30 IV.645

31 Hypotheses Testing and Findings646

32 HYPOTHESIS ONE: Acceptance and Adoption of the Re-647

lationship Marketing Concept648

Ho : That Igbo SMEs do not accept, use, and adopt the relationship marketing concept.649
Ha : That Igbo SMEs accept, use, and adopt the relationship marketing concept. Table 4.21 shows650

the estimated results of the regression of the relationship marketing concept acceptance usage and adoption651
(AAURMC) on the five variables, namely, ACN1, CPPP2, GIC3, ASS4 and PDA5. The co-efficient shows652
that all the five variables are positively related to AAURMC, with only the intercept being negative. This653
implies that the relationship marketing concept is increasingly accepted, used, and adopted with simultaneous654
increase in attention to customer needs, distribution efficiency, after sales services, giving incentives, providing655
direct assurances and quality guarantees, intensive promotional activities, product quality with a corresponding656
directional movement in product prices, and replacing damaged products. The correct positive signs of the657
co-efficient agrees with our a prior expectations of the relationship between AAURMC and the five variables.658
Specifically the co-efficient estimate of the variable ACN1 shows that a percentage increase in attention to659
customer needs by the firms will bring about a relationship marketing concept acceptance, usage and adoption660
increase of 0.45%. Similarly, a one percent increase in the quality of a product will lead to 0.36% increase in the661
acceptance and adoption level of the relationship marketing concept by the Igbo SMEs.662

To explain the variations in AAURMC and these five variables we performed a t-test on each of the coefficients663
to test the hypothesis. Table 4.21 column 3 shows the t-values of the regression at 5% level of significance.664

The t-value for attention to customer needs, error rectification, providing gifts and events, (which is the665
secret of the success of the relationship marketing concept) is 4.17. It passes the 1% level of significance test.666
It thus strongly suggests that the Null Hypothesis that Igbo SMEs do not accept and adopt the relationship667
marketing concept should be rejected and the alternative hypothesis that Igbo SMEs accept, use and adopt668
the relationship marketing concept should be accepted. Thus with the acceptance of the relationship marketing669
concept, Igbo SMEs, generally, pay more attention to customer needs, error rectification, giving guarantees,670
discounts, warrantees, gifts and event provision in order to satisfy their customers, and to retain them for a long671
period of time.672

Similarly, customer persuasion through price, promotion and product (CPPP2) passes the test at 95% level of673
confidence suggesting that as Igbo SMEs practise the relationship marketing concept, they place674
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addition, product quality, direct assurances, quality, guarantee, and replacing damaged products passes the test677
at 10% level of significance; ttest value in 1.81.678

Two variables, after sales services (ASS4) and giving incentives to customer (GIC3) fail the 5% significance679
test with t-values of 1.58 and 1.34 respectively. This suggests that as relationship marketing concept practices680
grow, product price and promotional activities are not as relevant for success as the other variables to the Igbo681
SMEs even though from the co-efficient results they are positive. This could be explained by the fact of the very682
acute competition in the industry which compels many SMEs to charge virtually the same price for the same type683
products and brand sold. Customer persuasion through price, promotion and product is more important than684
after sales activities, since with persuasion about prices, promotion and product, a relationship and direct contact685
is established The F-test is 4.21. It failed the 95% confidence level test. The F-test is used to find out whether686
or not a group regressors is significant if all the co-efficients in conjunction are significant. In this case, the F687
statistic agrees with the Null Hypothesis that as a group, none of these regressors is significant. The study thus688
reveals that the regressors as a group are not significant and that they do not matter in determining the adoption689
of the relationship marketing concept. This is expected in this kind of estimates especially when it is realised that690
emphasis on some of the variables by producers may lead to the adoption of some less rewarding concepts in the691
market place. For example, emphasis on product quality not based on customer needs and expectations results692
in Product Orientation. Also, emphasis on intensive promotional activities and product price manipulations not693
based on customer needs and wants means reliance on the selling concept/sales orientation.694
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The R 2 = 0.3236 or 32%. R 2 is the co-efficient of determination. It is a measure of the fit of the model to695
the data. The study reveals that about 32% of the marketing concept acceptance and adoption is explained by696
the variations in the independent variables. This is expected because the regression is cross sectional.697

Using the R 2 (adjusted R-squared), the value is 0.25%. R 2 is used to take care of the problem associated698
with R 2 . R-squared increases with the number of independent variables. This means that even if we include699
a variable that is irrelevant to the determination of the acceptance of the relationship marketing concept in the700
regression, the R-squared will go up simply because there are more independent variables. Thus, in our case,701
25% of the variations in AAURMC is attributable to the variations in the independent variables, adjusting for702
the degree of freedom.703

The Durbin Watson statistic is used to test the existence of first order serial correlation. The D.W. value of704
1.74 suggests that there is some serial correlation. This could be excepted.705

An examination of Tables 5.8 and 5.9 in conjunction with the evidence adduced above leads to the rejection of706
the Null hypothesis and an acceptance of the alternative one which is that most Igbo SMEs (over 70%) accept use707
and adopt the relationship marketing concept. shows that estimated results of the regression analysis of customer708
satisfaction being a function of a well-defined corporate mission. Specifically, a variable or measure of customer709
satisfaction, the quality of services rendered by the firms to the customers as perceived by the customers, is710
used as being dependent on corporate mission statement’s clarity as measured by the four predictor variables,711
namely; MKTGS, KOPPCC, KOCVML, and KOCVAC. The co-efficients show that three variables and the712
regression line intercept are positively related to customer satisfaction. The only variable that is inversely related713
to customer satisfaction as measured by the firm’s quality services to its customers is KOCVAC, that is knowing714
what customers value in our competitors, which will make them loyal.715

The implications of the above results are that a ten percent improvement in articulating and defining a716
corporate mission by the Igbo SMEs in terms of market segmentation and targeting, knowing the firm’s present717
and potential customers and competitors, knowing what customers value (customer’s needs) in the firm will718
in turn improve, customer satisfaction derivable from services rendered by the firm by 3.2%, 2.8% and 2.8%719
respectively.720

Conversely, such an improvement in corporate mission statement in terms of the variable -knowing what721
customers value in our competitors will produce a diminishing or negative impact as far as customer satisfaction722
is concerned. This is probably due to the great similarity in the type of products normally handled by Igbo SMEs723
(i.e. motor spare parts, pharmaceuticals, provision and convenience retail stores).724

To explain the variations in customer satisfaction and the four predictor variables a t-test on each of the725
coefficients was performed. This is to test the hypothesis. In Table ??2(a) column 3 the t-values of the regression726
are stated.727

The t-values for MKTGS, KOPPCC and KOCVML are 2.61, 2.27 and 2.29 respectively. They all pass the728
test at the 95% level of confidence, that is 5% level of significance. This is a strong suggestion that the Null729
hypothesis be rejected and the alternative accepted.730

The F-value is 5.20. This fails in 95% confidence level test. This shows that the regressors as a group are not731
significant and that they do not matter in determining customer satisfaction as measured by services.732

The R 2 = 0.3162 or 32%. This reveals that about 32% of customer satisfaction (quality of services) is733
explained by the independent variables. The Durbin Waston statistic (DW = 2.3239) is significant at 5% level734
and shows that there is a no serial correlation. 4. ??2 (b). the coefficients show that all the variables and the735
intercept are positively signed. In other words, a 10% Positive change in MKTGS, KOPPCC, KOCVML and736
KOCVAC will lead to 2.5%, 0.60%, 0.25% and 1.06% increase in customer satisfaction level respectively.737

Except the t-value for MKTGS, which is 2.28 that is significant at 5% level, the coefficients for the other738
three independent variables fail the t-test. shows the results of the regression analysis: Customer satisfaction739
defined as how reliable the firm is to its customers being a function of the clarity and comprehensiveness of its740
corporate mission. All the coefficients of the regressors are positively related to customer satisfaction. Notably,741
a ten percent change in MKTGS, KOPPCC, KOCVML and KOCVAC will have a 3.8%, 1.5%, 1.8% and 1.7%742
impact on customer satisfaction (RELIADCN) respectively.743

The t-value of 3.01 for MKTGS coefficient shows that it passes the t-test at 5% level of significance. This744
points to the rejection of the Null Hypothesis and the acceptance of its alternative.745

V.746

34 Discussion and Implications of Research Findings747

Our task in this chapter is two fold, viz to summarize and discuss the findings of this study. In doing this, we shall748
relate our findings and the discussion based on them to our two part model of the adoption and implementation749
of the relationship marketing concept, with regard to the practices of the tenets of the relationship marketing750
by Igbo managed and operated SMEs. The relationships between customer orientation, customer satisfaction,751
customer loyalty, the adoption, implementation and usage of the relationship marketing concept, and relating it to752
corporate performances and success of the SMEs. All these will be highlighted and discussed. It should be noted753
that where necessary in treating our findings in chapter five, prompt explanations were given to some curious754
findings. In this section, our discussion shall be subdivided into three main parts. a) Acceptance, Adoption,755
Implementation and Usage of the Relationship Marketing Concept756
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43 D) ACCEPTANCE, ADOPTION AND USAGE OF THE RELATIONSHIP
MARKETING CONCEPT

The findings from the testing of the following hypotheses will be treated;757

35 i. Hypothesis One758

The acceptance, adoption and usage of the relationship marketing concept.759

36 ii. Hypothesis Three760

The relationship between Igbo SME size, and the degree of the implementation of the relationship marketing761
concept.762

37 iii. Hypothesis Four763

The relationship between the level of education academic and professional qualifications, and cognate experience764
of the CEO’s/Owner managers of the Igbo managed SMEs, and the degree of implementation of relationship765
marketing concept.766

38 iv. Hypothesis Five767

The level of perceived competition by the CEOs/Managers of the Igbo managed SMEs, and the degree of the768
implementation of the relationship marketing concept.769

39 b) Relationship770

Marketing Concept: Practices, Customer Satisfaction, Loyalty and Usage of Relationship Marketing i. Hypothesis771
Two772

The relationship between the corporate/ company mission definition and customer satisfaction and loyally.773

40 ii. Hypothesis Six774

The relationship between the regularity and the frequency of the SMEs management staff and workers interaction775
with its customers and customer satisfaction and loyalty.776

41 iii. Hypothesis Seven777

The relationship between the quality of services rendered by the Igbo managed SMEs, to its customers and the778
customer satisfaction and loyalty.779

42 iv. Hypothesis Eight780

The relationship between the volume of business from repeat/loyal/existing customers, and the customer781
satisfaction and loyalty. c) Acceptance, Adoption, Implementation and Usage of the Relationship Marketing782
Concept by IGBO SMES783

The main purpose/objectives of this area/section is to achieve the first major objective. This involves finding784
out whether or not, there exists the awareness, understanding, acceptance, adoption and usage of the relationship785
marketing concept by the Igbo SMEs, and the realization of the whole of the second objective of the study, which786
is to find out if there are any relationships between some management/workers attributes of the SMEs and the787
extent of the implementation of the relationship marketing concept.788

43 d) Acceptance, Adoption and Usage of the Relationship789

Marketing Concept790

From frequency analysis in table 5.8 and 5.9 it is crystal clear that over 75% of the Igbo SMEs accept the791
relationship marketing concept. It is a confirmation of the findings of Baker and El-Haddad (1982), Agbonifoh792
(1982), Ogwo (1986) ??1994, 1998b, 2000, 2002 and 2004), Gronroos ( ), 1996. Our findings are in consistent793
with the assertion of these authors and may more that majority of the workers and executives have ignorantly or794
rightly demonstrated a unique understanding knowledge and information of the theoretical It is very interesting to795
note that there is no difference in attitudes and opinion, in terms of the acceptance of the relationship marketing796
concept, between the employed managers, sales representatives and workers of the SMEs and the owner managers.797
The acceptance of the relationship marketing concept also cut across the seven states of our study. It is therefore798
safe to conclude that the relationship marketing concept acceptance, adoption and implementation level of over799
75% is truly representative of all Igbo managed SMEs in Nigeria and by extension all Nigeria SMEs.800

Attention to customer needs and wants is actually the relationship marketing concept in operation. It involves801
listening to the customer before the production, storage sales and marketing of the product and services, which802
is augmented by the right quality, quantity, price and promotional items to the customers. High product and803
service quality, based on the needs and wants of the customers is a part of the priority, of given proper and unique804
attention to the customers numerous needs, in terms of products produced and offered for sale to customers.805
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The apparent contradiction between our findings in table 5.10, where product quality is ranked first by 50%806
of our respondents, and attention to customer needs ranked first by 40% on the one hand and our conclusion807
in table 5.21 is thus resolved. This is so, because product and service quality is one of the easily identifiable808
customer needs and wants in the SME industry. To many Igbo SMEs, product quality includes the contents of the809
product, manufacturing and expiring dates, approval by the relevant governmental agencies like NAFDAC, SON,810
CUSTOMS, and NMA Product packaging, varieties of the products sold, suitability of the products in solving811
the customers needs and wants are all ingredients of relationship marketing. . The emphasis on product quality812
as a competitive strategy in Table ??.10 is really a manifestation of the SMEs implied attitude in satisfying the813
customers, who by implication will remain loyal and attract to the SME other loyal and dependable customers.814

From table ??.21, the Null hypothesis Igbo SMEs do not accept,use and adopt the marketing concept is815
rejected, and the alternatives reflection of the importance that 40% of the SMEs attach to a ”attention to816
customer needs and wants” as a competitive strategy. This shows that as Igbo SMEs perceive competition as817
acute, the need to adopt the relationship marketing concept becomes paramount in their consideration of the818
strategies for survival and growth.819

The number of the SMEs adopting the relationship marketing concept in our study seems high, when compared820
with the conclusions of Mitchell and Agenmomen (1984), Ogwo (1986) and Agbonifon et al ??1988) as it concerns821
the marketing concept adoption and use in Nigeria. Little or no literature is available in Nigeria on the relationship822
marketing concept practice. The adoption of the RM concept by the practitioners had been done ignorantly as a823
normal business practice among the Igbo, people who are predominantly referred to as natural sales people and824
the ”Japan of Africa”. The usage of RM has been more of good service or at best evangelistic. The population825
of our study is made up of SMEs that has survived the first five years of operation. These are companies that826
must have ”learned the ropes” survived the turbulent by highly competitive business environment in Nigeria and827
must have realise the need for, and the benefits conferred on the SMEs, by the adoption, implementation and828
usage of the relationship marketing concept. In most industries, the corporate failure rate is highest in the first829
and second years of the lives of the firms (US President Study on Small Business 1983:36).830

After five years of operation, to survive and grow, about 41 (82%) of the SMEs in our study have corporate831
missions defined and articulated based on the tenets and the principles of the relationship marketing concept.832

These definitions are partly operationalised by the older SMEs, who have more product varieties and offering,833
conveniently located and adopt more RM strategies in order to target specific segments of the marketing, and834
being more diversified in their product mix offerings.835

44 VI.836

45 Relationship Marketing Concept837

Pratices and Customer Satisfaction, Loyalty and Retention838
The practice of the tenets and philosophy of relationship marketing concept, includes among the following839

activities. ?? ssarily be broken just because there is a conflict, however, they can often be resorted and improved840
or they may be the best option for the parties despite a conflict. The beginning of a relationship is often romantic841
and passionate. It is when the passion phase fades that the real work of building a relationship starts.842

Jackson (1985a p. xi), Dwyer, Shurr and Oh (1987) states a common sense RM strategy. ”Relationship843
marketing -can be extremely successful where it is appropriate, but it can also be costly and ineffective if it is844
not. Conversely, transaction marketing -can be profitable and successful where it is appropriate, but a serious845
mistake where it is not”. vi. RM involves the provision of high quality services by the SMEs (firms) to the846
customers and;847

vii. The placement of premium value on existing customers and satisfying them on a continuous basis so as848
retain their loyalty to the SME (firm). The Igbo SME involved in the above seven core RM values mentioned849
above is considered to be customer oriented, with the singular important objective of giving maximum satisfaction850
to its customers and to gain their loyalty over time.851

46 VII.852

47 General Comments853

In the SME industry and the Igbo operated SMEs, whether small, medium or large, have accepted that one sure854
way of survival is to accept, use and adopt the relationship marketing concept and the strategies.855

The managers of these SMEs especially the literate ones are aware of the principles, practice and philosophy of856
the relationship marketing concept, and with the increasing competition, the rate of acceptance, usage, adoption857
and implementation of the RM concept is fast growing. Most Igbo SMEs have in the past used the RM concept858
and strategies rather ignorantly without even knowing the name for it.859

When it is realised that Nigeria is a developing economy and yet has a wholly indigenous industry, the Igbo860
SMEs accepting and implementing the relationship marketing concept as evidenced by our findings, Olusoga’s861
(1978) assertion of the positive correlation of the adoption of the marketing concept and by extension the862
relationship marketing concept, with higher economic development is not borne out by our findings. On the863
contrary, our findings are in agreement with those of Baskdale et al ??1982), Iyasere (2002) who found out a864
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surprising similarity of consumer’s opinions on most of the topic examined on the awareness and acceptance of865
the relationship marketing concept in nations at different stages of economic development. Our findings are also866
in agreement with those of Mitchell and Agenmonmen ??1984).867

The change from a sellers markets, a consequence of the product scarcity of the late 1970s and early 1980s868
in Nigeria to one of a buyer’s market with growing pressures especially in the SME industry (pharmaceutical869
products, motor parts, convenience and provision stores, clothes, shoes, electrical fittings and appliances etc)870
has engendered a new development, that is making the adoption, implementation and usage of the relationship871
marketing concept an inevitable reality. The changing situation makes the conclusions of such writers as ??jayi872
(1977). ??semin (1977) and ??moisili (1977) that the Nigerian producer/ geable owner-managers, the practices873
of the Relation-ship Marketing Concept are being adopted and implemented.874

However, the practices of the relationship marketing concept by the Igbo SMEs are still at the elementary875
stages and not properly done and used. In this regard, there is some considerable truth in Baker and El-Haddad’s876
(1982) conclusion that ”one can hardly find a firm which has implemented the concept in each of its details as877
recommended in the literature”, most especially in a developing economy like Nigeria.878

48 VIII.879

49 Implications for Nigerian IGBO SME Operators880

As competition becomes more acute in the Igbo SME industry and in the SME sub-sector as a result of both881
growing internal competition among firms and the imported one (competition) resulting from liberalization882
and globalisation, the Nigerian business firms and nonbusiness organisations have to embrace the relationship883
marketing concept; the practice of which ensures survival, profitability and growth. The watchwords of the884
Nigerian entrepreneur should be a commitment to customers for life. This requires the employment of customer-885
driven strategy, which entails quality and service excellence at every level. In the process, customers are brought886
into every department of the company and their voices heard and acted upon. The long-term result of this887
approach is keeping customers for life, and making them permanently loyal and committed to the firm.888

In very simple terms, this means changing attitudes towards customers right from top management to the sales889
representatives and workers of the company. Top management commitment to the relationship marketing concept890
at all times is a necessary condition for success. The whole process and activities tagged internal marketing891
should be meticulously followed by Nigerian corporate bodies. These include top management commitment to892
relationship marketing concept and its frequent and regular interactions with customers, staff empowerment893
through training, motivation and adequate authority in marketer pays no attention to customer needs, to be894
outdated in the 1990s and 2000s of Nigeria.895

The findings of Kilby (1965) about the forms of competition being based mainly on the quality of product and896
price reduction are even more outdated. Kilby (1965) saw the Nigerian industry (an SME) as being characterised897
by the product and sales orientations. It is not clear if Kilby ever believed in the marketing concept and the898
possibility of its adoption in a developing economy. If he did, he never mentioned it. Our findings show that in the899
Igbo managed SMEs, because of increasing competition, consumer sophistication, a going crop of professionals900
and knowled-order to make them customer-advocates, harmony of department objectives for delivering customer901
satisfaction, high quality of human resources achievable through the employment and continual training of902
marketing professionals and the articulation and precise definition of a corporate mission that enthrones the903
customer and marketing in the organisation.904

The Nigerian manufacturer must therefore establish information system facilities and activities such as905
marketing research to identify, on a continuous basis, customer needs and wants, facilities for handling customer906
complaints, ways through which all company staff interact with customers and measurement and review907
mechanism to ensure that results are in tune with set objectives and targets whose major aim is the achievement908
of customer satisfaction always.909

As for external marketing, marketers should pay adequate attention to customer needs in designing, pricing,910
distributing, physical evidences, process and promoting their products, which must be augmented with high911
quality services. Marketing mix consistency must not only be an achievable objectives, it must also be achieved912
to avoid any dissonance among marketing elements.913

Customer satisfaction is enhanced by easy accessibility of CEO’s and top management staff and workers by914
customers, high quality and reliable product delivery system, good customer relations and high quality and915
dynamic services to the customer. Nigerian and Igbo entrepreneurs in order to avoid the high failure rate among916
SMEs must practice those tenets of the relationship marketing concept to ensure customer satisfaction -a sure917
recipe for success, and for the loyalty of customers.918
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4

(AAURMC) by the Igbo SMEs
Dependent variable AAURMC
Independent variable Co-

efficient
T-
Value

STD
Er-
ror

Constant (CON)-
0.90257

0.51 1.7542

Attention to customer needs, providing gifts 0.451014.17***0.10805
and price reductions and error rectification (ACN1)
Customer persuasion through price 0.208772.02**0.10345
promotion and product (CPPP2)
Giving incentives to customers (GIC3)0.127841.34 0.09535
After sales services (ASS4)0.154401.58 0.09745
Providing direct assurances, quality guarantees 0.360541.81* 0.19866
and replacing damaged products (PDA5)
R 2 = 0.3236 R 2 = 0.2467 F(5.5) = 4.21 DW = 1.7441
Source : Author’s Fieldwork 2004/2005.
*Significant at 1% level
Significant at 5% level
Significant at 10% level
This model was estimated using STATIX 92
computer package. Technology and innovation as a
competitive strategy was dropped from the model
because of its high correlation with other predictor
variables.

Figure 2: Table 4 .
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4

with corporate mission statement
Dependent variable AVSMC: Service as a measure of customer

satisfaction
Independent variable
Defining Corporate Mission Co-

efficient
T-
Value

STD
Er-
ror

Constant ??????????????. (CON) 0.1440 0.19 0.7767
Marketing segments & targets?????(MKTGS) 0.3227 2.61** 0.1235
Knowing our present & potential customers and competitors 0.2800 2.27** 0.1233
?????????.(KOPPCC)
Knowing what customers value in us that will make them loyal 0.2803 2.29** 0.1205
??????????? (KOCVML)
Knowing what customer value in our competitors that will -0.1177 -0.70 0.1677
make them stay loyal ?????. (KOCVAC)
R 2 = 0.3162 R

2 =
0.2554

F(5.5) = 5.20 DW =
2.3239

Source : Author’s Fieldwork 2004/2005.

Figure 3: Table 4 .

4

Figure 4: Table 4 .

4

(QUPDGW) correlated with corporate mission statement
Dependent variable QUPDGW: Measure of customer satisfaction
Independent variable Co-efficient T-Value STD

Error
Defining Corporate Mission
CONS 2.2894 3.28 0.6983
MKTGS 0.2538 2.28 0.1111
KOPPCC 0.05913 0.53 0.1109
KOCVML 0.0254 0.24 0.1084
KOCVAC 0.1061 0.70 0.1508
R 2 = 0.1470 R

2
=
0.712

F(5.5) = 1.94 DW =
1.5628

Source : Author’s Fieldwork 2004/2005.

Figure 5: Table 4 .
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4

Figure 6: Table 4 .

4

2013
ear
Y
( ) E
22 (d) : Estimated Results: Regression of customer satisfaction (RELIADCN) correlated with corporate

mission statement
Dependent variable RELIADCN: A measure of customer

satisfaction
Independent variable
Defining Corporate Mission Co-efficient T-Value STD

Error
CONS 1.4357 1.80 0.7993
MKTGS 0.3822 3.01 0.1271
KOPPCC 0.1546 1.22 0.1269
KOCVML 0.1761 1.42 0.1240
KOCVAC 0.1717 0.99 0.1726
R 2 = 0.2010 R 2

=
0.1300

F(5.5) = 2.83 DW =
1.7845

Source : Author’s Fieldwork 2004/2005
Table 4.22(d)

Figure 7: Table 4 .
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that counts, that customers are the
source of certain respects, that the
outcome is the only thing that all
customers are individuals and dif-
ferent in services to the customer.
These values establish different val-
ues based in relationships and pa-
nies. Relationship marketing (RM)
requires legal values are also com-
mon in private com-RETENTION and
discourage DEFECTION. They en-
courage RETENTION MARKETING
first, and ATTRACTION MARKET-
ING; getting new custo-mers second.
iii. All parties should be active and
take responsibility. RM is not to be
mixed up with the traditional selling,
which represents the supplier perspec-
tive and does not put the customer
and interactive relationship in focus.
In relationship selling, the initiative
comes from the salesperson and de-
pends on -how well the relationship is
managed by the seller (Levitt 1983p
iii). In this sense, relationship quality
and a long term relationship becomes
the consumer’s trust in the salesperson
based on the salesperson’s present and
past performances (Crosby, Evans and
Cowler 1990). But the initiative to
action, cannot be left to a supplier
or a single party of a network; every
one in a network can, and should be
active. Contrary to the mythology of
marketing, the supplier is not neces-
sarily the active party, in B-to-B cus-
tomers initiate innovation and force
suppliers to change their products and
services. Consumers suggest improve-
ments but have a tough time getting
lethargic and complacent suppliers to
listen chat groups on the internet em-
power customers to reach out at no
cost, but time. It makes customer-to-
customer interaction (C-to-C) possi-
ble. iv. Relationship and service value
instead of Bureaucratic and Legal val-
ues. Bureaucratic and legal values
are characterised by rigidity, legal jar-
gon, application of dysfunctional laws
and regulations. A focus on internal
routines, more interest in rituals than
in results, belief in the supplier as
an expert, and the customer as igno-
rant, the customer being a cost and
a residual of the system. Customers
as masses and statistical averages and
the importance of winning over the
customer is in dispute. These val-
ues historically dominate government
and their agencies. Its representatives
have previously disclaimed marketing,
but the international wave of privati-
sation, deregulation and demand for
competition, as well as the failure of
the command economies, has forced a
change. RM is a valid concept for pub-
lic organisations as well, and an un-
derstanding of how marketing could be
applied to public bodies to the benefit
of the consumer/ citizen is growing.
Unfortunately, bureaucratic-

Gummesson 2002, Iyasere 2002, Bruhn
2003). These most fundamental values
of RM are; i. Marketing management
should be broadened into marketing ori-
ented company management. Market-
ing and sales function are more than
just the activities of specialized depart-
ments. They are functions that must
permeate every comer of an organisation,
not least the minds and actions of man-
agement (Gummesson 2002). This an old
thought according to Gummesson (2002)
which has turned out to be enormously
difficult to convey and implement. In
companies he used the terms full-time
marketers (FTMs) and part-time mar-
keters (PTMs) to stress that everybody,
irrespe-ctive of task and expertise, in flu-
encies customer relationship either full
time or part time. Marketing manage-
ment in this sense requires marketing ori-
entation of the whole of the company,
that is marketing-oriented management.
ii. Long term collaboration and win-win.
The core values of RM are found in its em-
phasis in collaboration and the creation
of mutual value. In includes viewing sup-
pliers. Customers and others as partners
rather than opposite parties. RM should
be more of win-win, than win-lose, more
of a plus sum game, than a zero sum
game. In a plus-sum game, the parties in-
crease value for each other, in a zero sum
game, what one gains is the loss of an-
other. A constructive attitude is expected
by all those involved, and all should find
the relationship meaningful. If those con-
ditions are fulfilled, the relationships may
become sustaining. For a producer and
supplier, it is very sson 2002). RM and
CRM encourages customer little on car-
ing for existing customers (Gumme-put
on the acquisition of new customers and
too marketing goal. Too much emphasis
has been the duration of the relationship
becomes a major which is increasingly
being stressed. Extending important to
retain existing customers, a fact revenue
and should be in focus (Gummesson 2003)
and that the suppliers task is to create
value for the customer (Gummesson 1993
pp. 40 -42). Although collaboration is
the core property of RM, our RM con-
cept holds that both competition and col-
laboration are essential in a functioning
marketing economy. v. In RM, loyalty
especially customer loyalty is emphasized.
In the loyalty ladder, the lowest rung is
the contact with a prospect who hopefully
turns into a customer, and at first pur-
chase. Recurrent customers are clients,
that those who have come back and a
long term relationship is in the making.
In the next stages, the client becomes a
supporter and finally an advocate for the
supplier. The fact that this research work
is about RM and advocates relationships
as essential in marketing does not imply
a religious belief relationships as a magic
panacea. Global Journal of Management
and Business Research 2013 ear Y Volume
XIII Issue VI Version I ( ) E

Figure 8:
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